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TOP FILLING MULTIFEED KIT WITH LEVEL INDICATION

Touch Free Soap Dispensers Ref # 07220152

Top filling kit for multiple soap dispensing with soap level indication. Supports up to

six soap dispensers and can be combined with Stern's deck mounted or wall mounted

soap dispensers. Includes a 6 liter soap tank, tank support and top filling mechanism

with anti-theft cover. Lockable top button in high quality chrome plated finish.

Supplied with power splitter to be connected to the MF soap dispenser transformer.

Application:

Stern’s Top filling multifeed soap dispenser kit with level indication is simple, clean

and quick to install. The LED incorporated in the top filling cap indicates the

following levels of soap:

Green: soap in tank

Orange: low soap level

Red: empty tank

Use:

To fill in the soap tank, simply open the top filling cover using the special key

provided and pour soap in. No need to remove the container from below the counter.
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Note: In order to locate the relevant spare part, please check the corresponding parts and part mumber in the drawing. Minimum order

quantity will be required.
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